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Attempt any Five questions..
All questions carry equal marks.

Ql) (a) Discuss the importance of operation research in the decision-making
process.
(b) . What are the steps involved in operation research problems?
(c) What i~a time series? Explain the objectives and importance of analysis
of time series.
Q2) (a) Discuss the various phases in solving operation research problem.
.

(b) Discuss the problems involved in the construction of index numbers.
Enlist also the limitations of index numbers.
(c) Explain what is meant by probability distribution of a random variable?
How is it useful in decision making?

Q3) (a) State and explain Bay) theorem of probability.
(b) What is linear programming? What are its major assumptions and
characteristics?
(c) Old hens can be brought at Rs 20 each and young ones at Rs 50 each.
The old hens lay 3 eggs per week"and the young ones 5 eggs per week,
each egg being worth Rs 3 a hen costs Rs 10 per week to be fed. If there
are only Rs 800 available to be spent on purchasing the hens and at the
most 20 hens can be accommodated in the space. Formulate this problem
as LP model to determine each kind of hen that should be brought to
have a maximum profit per week.
Q4) (a)

Solve the following LP problem using graphical method:
Maximize z.= lOx} + l5x]' subject to the constraints 2x}+ Xl < 26,

2x}+ 4X2< 56, - x} + x2 < 5, Xl & X2 > O.
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(b) Solve the following LP problem using simplex methods:
Maximize Z = 20xJ + 80x]' subject to 4xJ+ 6x2< 90, 8xJ+ 6X2< 100 &
xJ & X2> O.

(C) Define the dual of a linear programming model. State the functional
property of duality.

Q5) -(a)- Explain the concept of dynamic programming and the relation between
dynamic and linear programming problems..How does dynamic problem
differ conceptually from linear programming? Show how to solve a linear
programming problem by the dynamic programming technique.
(b) Solve the following LP problem using dynamic programming:
Maximizez = 2xJ+ 5X2'subject to 2xJ+X2< 430, 2X2< 460, xJ & X2>O.
Q6) (a) Obtain the dual problem of the following primal LP problem:
Maximize z = xJ+2x2,subject to the constraint 2xJ+ 4X2< 160,
XJ-X2

= 30,

xJ

> 10 and

XJ'X2

> O.

.

.

(b) Aplant manager is considering replacement policy for a new machine.
He estimates the following costs (in Rs)
1
2
3
4
5
6
Year
Replacement
cost at the
beginning of year

100

110

125

140

160

190

Salvage value at
the end of year

60

50

40

25

10

0

Operating costs

25

30

40

50

65

80

Find an optimum replacement policy and corresponding minimum cost.
- (c) Explain briefly deterministic and probabilistic dynamic programming.
Q7) (a) Explain the minimax and minimin principle used in the theory of games..
(b) Define the theory of Games: Discuss the various characteristics of
Competitive Games.
(c) Consider the game with following payoff matrix.
PlayerB
HI

PlayerA
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(i) Show that game is strictly determinable, whatever Amay be
(ii)Determinethe value of game.
.
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Explain in brief the main characteristics of the 'queuing system'.
(b) If the number of arrivals in some time interval follows a Poisson
distribution, show that the distribution of the time interval between two
successive intervals is exponentiaL

Qs5 (a)

(c) In a bank, 25 customers on the average are served by a cashier in an
hour. If the service time has the exponential distribution, what is the
probability that
(i) It will take more than 8 minutes to serve a customer?
(ii) A customer shall be free within 5 minutes?
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